
Standalone Rating & Pricing
Externalize rating and open a new realm of distribution options.

for more info, contact us:  
cd_info@zywave.com

Today’s growth is fueled by valuable partners and expanding networks of 
MGAs and brokers. You need an API-first rating solution to compete. With 
ClarionDoor, you can reach and support real-time product distributors in 
any geography at any scale. 

Cloud-only API-architected

Built for speed to market and rapid channel growth

Fully-configurable. No coding. No IT. 

Fits any ecosystem

Supports any P&C line of business



THE ISSUE:
Traditional rating systems are often constrained 
within a closed policy system. Even great 
insurance products will suffer because the 
business model hinders the ability to enlist 
the full realm of distribution channels that are 
required to grow business. Data isn’t easy to 
access. It’s impossibly difficult to connect agents, 
brokers and ecosystems. Internal business users 
are powerless to improve the process.  

YOUR PRODUCTS DESERVE WIDER DISTRIBUTION

Is your rating and pricing engine holding you back?
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THE SOLUTION:
ClarionDoor created a launch-ready, cloud-based, API-
architected rating and pricing solution. It adds clarity to 
policy, quote and pricing data. It adds consistency, speed 
and value to both insurers and end users. Distributors 
capture all relevant data and receive rating and pricing 
data in seconds. 

Only ClarionDoor’s externalized rating system can offer 
insurers the best of these traits at the lowest cost of entry. 

See how ClarionDoor fits into your 
distribution strategy. Contact us today 
at cd_info@zywave.com

ClarionDoor’s Standalone Rating and Pricing Fits Your Plans for Digital Distribution
• Stand up a new digital-first insurance business without traditional system constraints. 
• Migrate proprietary/vendor-based rating and pricing systems to a cloud-based, digital-ready model.
• Expand product distribution with a scalable, ecosystem-ready rating and pricing solution. 


